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Complete the job; seal the fourth side. PitMaster components save 
energy, help maintain pit cleanliness, and reduce contaminants entering 
your facility by sealing gaps beneath and around the dock leveler.

PitMaster™ 
Under-leveler Seal

Open leveler pit without PitMaster.

Pit sealed with Rite-Hite® PitMaster Under-leveler Seal.

Main sealing curtain
Made of durable black vinyl. Held in place by 
spring-loaded pivot arms and flexible stays 
that keep the seal engaged against the leveler 
and pit sides.

Header curtain
Constantly maintains the seal – even when the 
dock leveler is in an above-dock position (up to 
3" [76 mm]).

Optional Lip Corner Seals
Eliminate the hard-to-seal gaps at the corners 
of the dock leveler.

Optional Filler Pads (shown with 
optional Bumper Covers)
Close the gaps between the leveler, dock 
shelter, and dock bumpers when a trailer is 
in place.
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PitMaster™ Under-leveler Seal
Reduce heat and energy loss through the dock leveler deck.
The front of a typical leveler pit is fully open to the environment outside the building. PitMaster 
components minimize airflow through openings in the leveler pit. An insulating “dead-air” cavity 
results, reducing transfer of heat into or out of your facility through the steel leveler deck.

Result: Substantial energy savings 24 hours a day, whether or not a trailer is parked at the dock.

Typical savings: Up to $1,000 per year per dock 
position depending on climate.

Promote facility cleanliness.
 » PitMaster helps prevent dust, pests, debris 

and refuse from collecting in leveler pits or 
entering facility through open gaps

 » Helps pass quality control inspections

Seal air gaps and daylight.
 » Optional Lip Corner Seals and Filler Pads 

close up the gaps at the dock/trailer level 
that traditional seals and shelters can’t seal

 » Eliminate small openings and “white space” 
to help your facility pass audits, inspections

Keep workers comfortable, safe.
 » PitMaster helps prevent rain, cold air, snow 

and dust from entering your facility

Simple maintenance.
 » No regular seal maintenance required

 » Curtain is easily moved for dock equipment 
maintenance or routine pit cleaning with 
quick-disconnect feature

Get a free energy savings analysis.
Plus learn more about PitMaster and other 
Rite-Hite dock sealing solutions. Contact your 
Rite-Hite Representative or visit our website.

With PitMaster and optional Lip Corner Seals: Air trapped by the PitMaster Seal creates a pocket 
of “dead air” in the leveler pit, which acts as a thermal insulator that reduces heat transfer.

Without PitMaster: Heating or cooling energy can escape your facility through open spaces around 
the leveler, plus heat is transferred through the leveler deck itself.

Open air gaps at leveler corners.

Gaps sealed with PitMaster Lip Corner Seals.

PitMaster helps prevent dirt and debris from collecting 
in leveler pit.

Quick disconnect feature allows easy access to pit.


